Abstract. Concept-level text analysis is superior to word-level analysis as it preserves the semantics associated with multi-word expressions. It offers a better understanding of text and helps to significantly increase the accuracy of many text mining tasks. Concept extraction from text is a key step in concept-level text analysis. In this paper, we propose a ConceptNet-based semantic parser that deconstructs natural language text into concepts based on the dependency relation between clauses. Our approach is domain-independent and is able to extract concepts from heterogeneous text. Through this parsing technique, 92.21% accuracy was obtained on a dataset of 3,204 concepts. We also show experimental results on three different text analysis tasks, on which the proposed framework outperformed state-of-the-art parsing techniques.
Introduction
Concept-level text analysis [24, 26, 25] focuses on a semantic analysis of text [12] through the use of web ontologies or semantic networks, which allow the aggregation of conceptual and affective information associated with natural language opinions. By relying on large semantic knowledge bases, such approaches step away from blind use of keywords and word co-occurrence count, but rather rely on the implicit features associated with natural language concepts. Unlike purely syntactical techniques, concept-based approaches are able to detect also sentiments that are expressed in a subtle manner, e.g., through the analysis of concepts that do not explicitly convey any emotion, but which are implicitly linked to other concepts that do so. The bag-of-concepts model can represent semantics associated with natural language much better than bags-of-words [4] . In the bag-of-words model, in fact, a concept such as cloud computing would be split into two separate words, disrupting the semantics of the input sentence (in which, for example, the word cloud could wrongly activate concepts related to weather). The analysis at concept-level allows for the inference of semantic and affective information associated with natural language opinions and, hence, enables a comparative fine-grained feature-based sentiment analysis. Rather than gathering isolated opinions about a whole item (e.g., iPhone5), users are generally more interested in comparing different products according to their specific features (e.g., iPhone5's vs Galaxy S3's touchscreen), or even sub-features (e.g., fragility of iPhone5's vs Galaxy S3's touchscreen). In this context, the construction of comprehensive common and commonsense knowledge bases is key for feature-spotting and polarity detection, respectively. Common-sense, in particular, is necessary to properly deconstruct natural language text into sentiments-for example, to appraise the concept small room as negative for a hotel review and small queue as positive for a post office, or the concept go read the book as positive for a book review but negative for a movie review [2] . Commonsense knowledge describes basic understandings that people acquire through experience. In cognitive science, building conceptual representations is a fundamental ability to understand and handle objects and actors of an operating environment [15] .
To this end, the proposed concept parser aims to break text into clauses and, hence, deconstruct such clauses into concepts, to be later fed to a vector space of commonsense knowledge. For applications in fields such as real-time human-computer interaction and big social data analysis, in fact, deep natural language understanding is not strictly required: a sense of the semantics associated with text and some extra information (e.g., affect) associated with such semantics are often enough to quickly perform tasks such as emotion recognition and polarity detection. Common-sense reasoning is often performed through common-sense ontologies and the employment of reasoning algorithms, such as predicate logic and machine learning, to reach a conclusion.
In this paper, we propose a novel concept parser based on the semantic relationship between words in natural language text and on the semantics of the ConceptNet ontology. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related works in semantic parsing; Section 3 discusses the proposed algorithm; Section 4 offers a summary of the novelty of our work; Section 5 presents experimental results and a comparative evaluation against the state of the art; Section 6 proposes three possible applications of the proposed concept parser; finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Automatic knowledge mining from text is a popular research field and concept extraction is one of its key steps. [5] used domain specific ontologies to acquire knowledge from text. Using such ontologies the authors extracted 1.1 million common-sense knowledge assertions. Concept mining is useful for tasks such as information retrieval [29] , opinion mining [3] , text classification [35] .
State-of-the-art approaches mainly exploit term extraction methods to obtain concepts from text. The approaches can be classified into two main categories: linguistic rules [7] and statistical approaches [36] [1] . [36] used term frequency and location of the words and, hence, employed a non-linear function to calculate term weighting. [1] mined concepts from the Web by using webpages to construct topic signatures of concepts and, hence, built hierarchical clusters of such concepts (word senses) that lexicalize a given word. [9] and [34] combined linguistic rules and statistical approaches to enhance the concept extraction process.
Other relevant works in concept mining focus on concept extraction from documents. Gelfand et al. have developed a method based on the Semantic Relation Graph to extract concepts from a whole document [10] . They used the relationship between words, extracted on a lexical database, to form concepts. Our approach also exploit the relationship between words but it obtain the semantic relationship between words based on dependency parsing. We gather more conceptual information of a concept using the ConceptNet ontology. Concepts extracted from text are sent as a query to ConceptNet to extract their semantics.
Nakata has described a method to index important concepts described in a collection of documents belonging to a group for sharing them [20] .
Lexicon syntactic patterns is also one of the popular techniques for concept extraction. [14] extracted hyponomy relations from text from Grolier's Encyclopedia by matching 4 given lexicon-syntactic patterns. Her theory explored a new direction in the concept mining field. She claimed existing hyponomy relations can be used to extract new lexical syntactic patterns. [17] and [18] used the "isa" pattern to extract Chinese hyponymy relations from unstructured Web corpus and obtained promising results.
Part Of Speech Based Concept Parsing Model
Rajagopal et al. 2013 [28] proposed a novel Part Of Speech based approach to extract concepts. This is the only state of the art approach which tried to understand the meaning of the text. Later, we compare our approach with [28] . Below, we briefly present the POS algorithm proposed in [28] .
First, the semantic parser breaks text into clauses. Each verb and its associated noun phrase are considered in turn, and one or more concepts is extracted from these. As an example, the clause "I went for a walk in the park", would contain the concepts go walk and go park. The Stanford Chunker [8] is used to chunk the input text. A sentence "I am going to the market to buy vegetables and some fruits" would be broken into "I am going to the market" and "to buy vegetables and some fruits". A general assumption during clause separation is that, if a piece of text contains a preposition or subordinating conjunction, the words preceding these function words are interpreted not as events but as objects.
The next step of the algorithm then separates clauses into verb and noun chunks, as suggested by the parse trees shown in Fig. 1 . Next, clauses are normalized in two stages. First, each verb chunk is normalized using the Lancaster stemming algorithm [21] . Second, each potential noun chunk associated with individual verb chunks is paired with the stemmed verb in order to detect multi-word expressions of the form 'verb plus object'. Objects alone, however, can also represent a common-sense concept. To detect such expressions, a POS-based bigram algorithm checks noun phrases for stopwords and adjectives. In particular, noun phrases are first split into bigrams and then processed through POS patterns, as shown in Algorithm 1.
POS pairs are taken into account as follows:
1. ADJ + NOUN : The adj+noun combination and noun as a stand-alone concept are added to the objects list. 2. ADJ + STOPWORD : The entire bigram is discarded. 3. NOUN + ADJ : As trailing adjectives do not tend to carry sufficient information, the adjective is discarded and only the noun is added as a valid concept. 4. NOUN + NOUN : When two nouns occur in sequence, they are considered to be part of a single concept. Examples include butter scotch, ice cream, cream biscuit, and so on. 5. NOUN + STOPWORD : The stopword is discarded, and only the noun is considered valid. 6. STOPWORD + ADJ: The entire bigram is discarded. 7. STOPWORD + NOUN : In bigrams matching this pattern, the stopword is discarded and the noun alone qualifies as a valid concept.
The POS-based bigram algorithm extracts concepts such as market, some fruits, fruits, and vegetables. In order to capture event concepts, matches between the object concepts and the normalized verb chunks are searched. This is done by exploiting a parse graph that maps all the multi-word expressions contained in the knowledge bases. Such an unweighted directed graph helps to quickly detect multi-word concepts, without performing an exhaustive search throughout all the possible word combinations that can form a commonsense concept.
Single-word concepts, e.g., house, that already appear in the clause as a multi-word concept, e.g., beautiful house, in fact, are pleonastic (providing redundant information) and are discarded. In this way, the algorithm 2 is able to extract event concepts such as go market, buy some fruits, buy fruits, and buy vegetables, representing the concepts to be fed to a common-sense reasoning algorithm for further processing. 
Algorithm
First, we extract dependency relations between the words of a sentence. Then, those relations are used to formulate complex concepts. Once, these concepts are extracted we obtain related common-sense knowledge of the concepts from ConceptNet. Below, we first describe the use of the dependency relations to form concepts and latter we discuss how related common-sense knowledge can be inferred from ConceptNet.
Formation of Concepts using Dependency Relations Subject noun Rule
Trigger: when the active token is found to be the syntactic subject of a verb.
Behavior: if a word h is in a subject noun relationship with a word t then the concept t-h is extracted. Example: In (1), movie is in a subject relation with boring.
(1)
The movie is boring.
Here the concept (boring-movie) is extracted. Trigger: when the active token is found to be the syntactic subject of a verb and the verb is on adjective complement relation with an adverb. Behavior: if a word h is in a subject noun relationship with a word t and the word t is with adjective complement relationship with a word w then the concept w-h is extracted. Example: In (2), flower is in a subject relation with smells and smells is in adjective complement relationship with bad.
(2) The flower smells bad.
Here the concept (bad-flower) is extracted.
Direct nominal objects
This complex rule deals with direct nominal objects of a verb.
Trigger: when the active token is head verb of a direct object dependency relation.
Behavior: if a word h is in a direct nominal object relationship with a word t then the concept h-t is extracted. Example: In (3) the system extracts the concept (see,movie). (see,in,3D) is not treated at this stage since it will later be treated by the standard rule for prepositional attachment.
Adjective and clausal complements Rules These rules deal with verbs having as complements either an adjective or a closed clause (i.e. a clause, usually finite, with its own subject).
Trigger: when the active token is head verb of one of the complement relations.
Behavior: if a word h is in a direct nominal object relationship with a word t then the concept h-t is extracted. Example: in (4), smells is the head of a clausal complement dependency relation with bad as the dependent.
(4) This meal smells bad.
In this example the concept (smell,bad) is extracted.
Negation Negation is also a crucial components of natural language text which usually flips the meaning of the text. This rule is used to identify whether a word is negated in the text.
Trigger: when in a text a word is negated.
Behavior: if a word h is negation by a negation marker t then the concept t-h is extracted. Example: in (5), like is the head of the negation dependency relation with not as the dependent. Here, like is negated by the negation marker not.
(5) I do not like the movie.
Based on the rule described above the concept (not, like) is extracted.
Open clausal complements Open clausal complements are clausal complements of a verb that do not have their own subject, meaning that they (usually) share their subjects with that of the matrix clause. The corresponding rule is complex in the same way as the one for direct objects.
Trigger: when the active token is the head of the relation Behavior: as for the case of direct objects, the algorithm tries to determine the structure of the dependent of the head verb. Here the dependent is itself a verb, therefore, the system tries to establish whether the dependent verb has a direct object or a clausal complement of its own. In a nutshell, the system is dealing with three elements: the head verb(h), the dependent verb(d), and the (optional) complement of the dependent verb (t). Once these elements have all been identified, the concept (h,d,t) is extracted Example: in (6), like is the head of the open clausal complements dependency relation with praise as the dependent and the complement of the dependent verb praise is movie. Adjectival, adverbial and participial modification The rules for items modified by adjectives, adverbs or participles all share the same format.
Trigger: these rules are activated when the active token is modified by an adjective, an adverb or a participle. Behavior: if a word w is modified by a word t then the concept (t,w) is extracted. Example: in (7) the concept bad, loser is extracted. (7) a. Paul is a bad loser.
Prepositional phrases Although prepositional phrases do not always act as modifiers we introduce them in this section as the distinction does not really matter for their treatment.
Trigger: the rule is activated when the active token is recognized as typing a prepositional dependency relation. In this case, the head of the relation is the element to which the PP attaches, and the dependent is the head of the phrase embedded in the PP. Behavior: instead of looking for the complex concept formed by the head and dependent of the relation, the system uses the preposition to build a ternary concept. Example: in (8), the parser yields a dependency relation typed prep_with between the verb hit and the noun hammer (=the head of the phrase embedded in the PP). Therefore the system extracts the complex concept (hit, with, hammer).
Adverbial clause modifier This kind of dependency concerns full clauses that act as modifiers of a verb. Standard examples involve temporal clauses and conditional structures.
Trigger: the rule is activated when the active token is a verb modified by an adverbial clause. The dependent is the head of the modifying clause. Behavior: if a word t is a adverbial clause modifier of a word w then the concept (t-w) is extracted. Example: in (9), the complex concept (play,slow) is extracted. (9) The machine slows down when the best games are playing.
Noun Compound Modifier
Trigger: the rule is activated when it finds a noun composed with several nouns. A noun compound modifier of an NP is any noun that serves to modify the head noun. Behavior: if a noun-word w is modified by another noun-word t then the complex concept (t-h) is extracted. Example: in (10), the complex concept (birthday,party) is extracted. Single Word Concepts Words having part-of-speech VERB, NOUN, ADJECTIVE and ADVERB are also extracted from the text. Single word concepts which exist in the multi-word-concepts are discarded as they carry redundant information. For example, concept party that already appears in the concept birthday party so, we discard the concept party.
Obtaining Common-Sense Knowledge from ConceptNet
ConceptNet [13] represents the information from the Open Mind corpus as a directed graph, in which the nodes are concepts and the labeled edges are common-sense assertions that interconnect them. For example, given the two concepts person and cook, an assertion between them is CapableOf, i.e. a person is capable of cooking [13] . After obtaining concepts from the text we send them as queries to ConceptNet. From ConceptNet we find the common-sense-knowledge related to the query concepts. For example, when we send the concept birthday party as a query to ConceptNet we get related concepts such as cake, buy present. From ConceptNet we find the following relations -cake -AtLocation ; birthday party.
-buy present -UsedFor ; birthday party.
These common-sense concepts are used to gather more knowledge about the concepts as they have direct connections with birthday party. From ConceptNet we get cake is used in birthday party and people buy present for the birthday party. So, this process help us to acquire more knowledge about the concepts we extract by the methodology described in Section 4.1. Hence, the joint exploitation of the extracted concepts and ConceptNet offer machine a better understanding of the natural language text. Our approach enables computer to understand the topic of the text as well as the meaning conveyed by the text.
Novelty of Our Work
Existing approaches mainly discuss on the automatic extraction of concepts based on the hyponomy and hypernomy relationship of words in a text. The concepts extracted by their methods can easily identify on which topic the text is all about but cant describe the meaning inferred by the text i.e. using those methods we are unable to know what the text tells about the topic. Such information are often found to be crucial for several cognitive tasks such as sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, opinion mining etc where both topic and meaning of the text are important. Our method is able to extract concepts which carry the meaning expressed by the text as well as our method also extracts the concepts which tells about the topic or theme of the text. The difference between our approach and state of the art can be explained using a simple example (11-a). For (11-a) existing approaches can only extract concepts related to Coffee and Starbucks based on the ontologies the methods use. However, our approach extracts the concepts: like-coffee, coffee-of-Starbucks, coffee, Starbucks as well as concepts related to likecoffee, coffee, coffee-of-Starbucks and Starbucks. Concepts related to like-coffee, coffee, coffee-of-Starbucks and Starbucks are extracted from the ConceptNet ontology. Clearly, the concepts extracted by our approach carry the meaning (here the sentiment of the speaker) expressed by (11-a), while the state of the art approaches fail to do it. (11) a. I like the coffee of Starbucks.
Readers may be confused our approach with the syntactic ngrams proposed by [32] . Here, we first describe syntactic n-grams and then show the differences between our concept parser and syntactic n-gram. By dependency syntactic n-gram (sn-gram) we understand a subtree of the dependency tree of a sentence that contains n nodes [30] . Sn-grams can be used as features to represent sentences in the same scenarios as conventional n-grams [31] ; more specifically, sn-grams represent dependency trees as vectors in the same way as conventional n-grams represent strings of words. However, unlike conventional n-grams [6] , sn-grams represent linguistic entities and are thus much more informative and less noisy. While sn-grams go a long way towards linguistically meaningful representation, numerous phenomena from the presence of functional words to synonymous expressions to insignificant details still introduce noise in this representation and prevent semantically similar constructions to be mapped to identical feature vectors. In this work we present near-paraphrasic rules that simplify and normalize the dependency trees in order to reduce synonymous variation and remove insignificant details and thus improve similarity between feature vectors of semantically similar expressions and reduce data sparseness. Another difference is that syntactic n-grams convey all characteristics of basic n-gram whereas our concept parser extracts semantic from the text. Lets discuss the differences between syntactic n-gram and our proposed concept parser through an example [32] . (12) a. I can even now remember the hour from which I dedicated myself to this great enterprise.
Here, extracted syantactic n-grams are [ remember now, now even, remember hour, remember dedicated, dedicated enterprise, enterprise great, remember now even, remember hour dedicated, hour dedicated enterprise, dedicated enterprise great ]. Whereas, extracted concepts by our concept parser are [ even now, even now remember, remember hour, hour, remember from dedicate, dedicate which to enterprise, dedicate myself to enterprise, dedicate to enterprise, great enterprise ].
After sending these concepts as query to conceptnet in order to acquire more commonsense knowledge we obtain the concept list [even now, even now remember, remember hour, hour, remember from dedicate, dedicate which to enterprise, dedicate myself to enterprise, dedicate to enterprise, great enterprise, still, sixty minute ]. Here, from conceptnet we find commonsense knowledge still, sixty minute related to the concepts even now and hour respectively.
Clearly from above examples we see the proposed concept parser is able to extract more semantic. even now, even now remember extracted by proposed concept parser express more semantic compare to now even and remember now even extracted by syntactic n-grams.
In (13) . our concept parser extracts food, food smell, bad food, smell bad. But, syntactic n-gram method extracts smell bad food, smell bad. From this example, our concept parser is able to extract good semantic conveyed by bad food. 
Experiments and Results
To calculate the performance, we selected 300 sentences from the Stanford Sentiment Dataset [33] and extracted the concepts manually. This process yielded 3204 concepts. Below in Table 1 we show the accuracy of concept mining process using approach with the POS based approach described in Section 2. concepts in them manually. 
Applications of the Proposed Concept Parser
We used the proposed concept parser in many applications and found it to perform superior to the existing concept parsers. As, to the best of our knowledge Part Of Speech based concept parser has the highest accuracy till now in extracting concepts from text so we compare the result obtained using our concept parser with the Part Of Speech based concept parser. This section also shows the proposed concept parser outperforms Syntactic N-grams [32] technique in these tasks. Syntactic N-grams method uses dependency tree of a text and by following the paths in the tree it extracts ngrams. It is called syntactic because it carries syntactic information of words i.e. information on word relations in a text. But, the method consists all characteristics of the ngrams. We treated each application as classification task. As discussions on feature extraction process and classification method are out of the scope of this paper, we do not present those details in this paper. Please find those details in [23] [22] [27].
Sentiment Analysis of Text
For experiments on detecting positive and negative sentiment in texts, we used Stanford Twitter dataset [11] . We cast this task as a classification task. For sentiment analysis experiment,this was binary classification.We report the results obtained with the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [16] as the classifier. Concept parser was used to extract concepts from a text and those concepts were used to form feature vector. Details of the feature formulation is skipped in this paper as this is not the focus of the paper. Table 2 shows the experimental results and comparison between the performance of proposed concept parser and POS based concept parser and Syntactic N-grams in the task. 
Emotion Recognition from Text
As a dataset for the emotion detection experiment, we used the ISEAR dataset. We cast the task as a six-way classification, where the six classes were anger, sadness, disgust, fear, surprise, and joy. This experiment was also based on the concept extraction process from text and the extracted concepts were used to form feature vector to learn the Emotion Recognition classifier. ELM was used as a classifier for this task. Table  3 shows the significant improvement in the accuracy of the Emotion Recognition task when proposed concept parser is used instead of POS based concept parser and syntatic N-grams are used for the task. 
Personality Recognition from Text
For experiments on detection personality from text,we used five-way classification according to the five personality traits described by Mathews et al. (2009), which areopenness, conscientiousness, extraversion,agreeableness, and neuroticism, sometimes abbreviated as OCEAN by their first letters. To experiment, we used the dataset provided by [19] . We treated this task as a classification. For this task also, we used concept parser to extract concepts from the text and later they were used to form the features to train the classifier. As a classifier, we used ELM. Table 4 shows the experimental results.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we use the dependency relation between words to extract concepts from text. The joint exploitation of these concepts and conceptnet help to acquire more knowledge thus it enable a better understanding of the text. Experiment shows how well it performs and it outperforms state of the art model. Future work involves to discover more useful dependency relationship to mine the concepts. Also, removing the concepts which do not carry good semantic rather carry noise is a challenging task. Along with using conceptnet, how other ontologies can help to enrich the concept mining process is also a big task to deal with. We also aim to use extracted concepts for cognitive tasks such as opinion mining, sentiment analysis, personality detection etc.
